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Be a

S
omeone said, “Great 
hair doesn’t happen 
by chance. It happens 
by appointment.” 
Occasionally, all of us 

need a beauty change, and if you 
ask us there’s no better way of 
changing your look than changing 
your hairstyle. Regardless of 
whether it’s a colour change, or 
the pixie trim you thought you’d 
never attempt or just a quick trim, 
hair transformation always gives a 
feeling like a complete makeover.

As the party season rolls out, 
the desire to stand out in terms 
of fashion and glamour is a little 
higher and a crazy hair makeover 
can do magic and help you make 
the heads turn. Glam up your party 
look with simple and interesting 
tips and add charm in your hair 
makeover journey.

Want a new style that adds instant magic to 
your look? A crazy hair makeover awaits you!

Try a fantastic modern, 
trendy haircut, with 
fashionable bangs in front
It’s important to trim your hair at 
regular intervals. And when it’s about 
the hair makeover, why not give your 
hair a style as per your hair length! 
Try textured pixie for short hair, multi 
layers for long hair, messy bob for 
medium hair and long bob with side 
bangs. So book your appointment 
and be there at the salon seat for a 
crazy hair makeover.
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Give your hair some tender, 
loving care with hair spas
Hair spa gives your hair all the 
nutrition it needs. The need of hair 
spa is synonymous with that of 
body spa, which leaves one’s body 
restored and feeling as though you 
have experienced a total change. Hair 
spas are beneficial for the growth 
and nourishment of hair. You can 
go for honey hair spa or argan oil to 
give back your hair the lost moisture. 
Thereafter, style it in a chic manner 
and have a great hair season. Healthy 
hair has its own appeal!
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Try funky colours 
to feel like a 
million bucks
When it comes to 
colours, you are spoilt 
for choice. Blues, 
violets, greens and 
such trendy colours are 
enough to make heads 
turn this season. Book 
an appointment at a 
salon and try a funky 
colour best suited 
colour based on your 
skin tone.
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- By Agnes Chen, National Technical Head, Streax Professional

Change your 
uniform hairdo, opt 
for a new look
Wearing the same bun or 
ponytail (or whatever style 
you sport) every day can 
make your look boring 
and monotonous. Yes, 
the satisfaction of finding 
a new hairdo that works 
amazingly with your hair 
is so incomparable. It will 
take just two minutes to 
do and can be sensibly 
carried off each day. So, 
it’s the time to groove with 
your new hairstyle.
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